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In the fall of 1948, when the thirteenth office of
Touche, Niven, Bailey & Smart was opened, the staffs of
other Milwaukee CPA firms were fond of saying that
"TNB&S" meant "Too New to Be Significant." In Milwaukee at that time it was almost true. Bob Beyer sat on
the thirteenth floor of the Majestic Building dreaming of
that day when he might have thirteen new clients . . . and
even, perhaps, thirteen employees.
When he wasn't in the room with the black-painted
window (previously a dentist's dark room) he could look
over the city and see opportunity. He must have thought
that if he kept his goals in focus he might become more
than "resident manager" of a two-employee office; if he
dedicated himself to the business he might become "partner in charge." He did dedicate himself to the business.
H e did become "partner in charge." And the Milwaukee
office continued to grow.
In fact, he did the job so well he finally had to be replaced. Because of his dedication to the welfare of the
firm on both a local and national level, the partners called
upon him in 1962 to become managing partner. Of this
contribution the Milwaukee office is justly proud. Everyone who has served under him in Milwaukee has felt the
influence and shared the benefits of Bob Beyer's outstanding efforts and leadership.
But the Milwaukee story is not about Bob Beyer alone.
T h e office grew to number 70 employees. New space was
added and the walls seemed to be forever coming down
for more expansion. Finally, the makeshift arrangement
became unwieldy and the office was moved to new quarters in the Marine Plaza, the newest and tallest office
building in Milwaukee. Again the thirteenth floor was
selected for the office quarters.
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At the beginning there were a few significant clients
from the three-firm merger: Bucyrus-Erie Company,
Square D, Wisconsin Motors, Gimbels, Boston Store and
the Nash (American Motors) manufacturing plants.
These clients reflected the heavy manufacturing and commercial character of the early business history of the city.
T h e services rendered to them at that time were primarily
audit and tax services. They were performed by the first
employees of the office—Olaf Knudsen, Jim O'Brien, Bob
O'Keefe, Bob Schrimpf and Walter Renz, all of whom
contributed much to that period and later accepted top
management positions in industry.
Much of this work was seasonal and left idlevtime in
the summer for personal and business development. Soon
the early integrated services concept began to show its
effect in new business. The expanded practice required
additional staff, including the people who are the present
partners. Roger Froemming, now partner in charge, came
in 1952 from industry and a local tax practice. Roy
Wetterhall was transferred from Detroit in 1951 to direct
tax services. Ralph Marsh came directly from the University of Wisconsin and is the "oldest" local representative
in terms of years of service to the Milwaukee office.
The business approach to audit and tax problems
brought many related engagements in what was then
known as "systems" work. Although some staff members
developed expert knowledge in such fields these systems
assignments were frequently performed by regular audit
staff members wearing their businessmen's hats. Naturally the problems were more directly related to accounting
and control functions and did not include all of the highly
technical and specialized services offered by the firm
today. These early engagements implemented many of the
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The signing of a report temporarily interrupts dictation — Mary Rehorst, proofreader,
charge of the Milwaukee office, and Mayme Solberg, secretary to Mr. Froemming.

Roger Froemming,

partner in

A conference on four-wall inventory concepts and
problems — Frank Mickler, Glenn Solsrud, George
Heberer, Gerry Elmer and John Brockschlager.

A discussion of trend statements — Roger
Froemming,
Orville Mertz, vice president of Koehring Company, Lou
Robertson and Don Trawicki.
management tools that later developed into "Profitability
Accounting," which integrates their usefulness and multiplies their individual effectiveness. Standard cost inventory systems were developed for such clients as Wisconsin
Motors, although the pegboard application used might appear rudimentary compared to today's computer systems.
Forecasts were an annual assignment for another client.
Charts of accounts were tailored to suit various enterprises.
Expense budgets were developed for such manufacturers
as Racine Hydraulics & Machinery, Inc., although the use
of scientific work measurement techniques did not come
until later.
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Tax discussion — Bill Bonfield,
McNamara.
The Milwaukee Office's reputation for enthusiasm in
being ready to assist clients in all of their business problems
resulted in many new clients during the 1950's. Koehring
Company, whose 1951 sales were $24 million dollars, and
now as a NYSE Company exceed $100 million dollars;
Kenosha Auto Transport Corporation, a major automobile carrier; Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company; Universal Foods, and T h e Valspar Corporation.
T h e office's growth through integrated service provided
a perfect climate for personal development. Wayne Mayhew added Profitability Accounting concepts to his expert
knowledge of the food processing industry. Bill Pennow
had so many "first audits" it seemed years before he saw
a program he hadn't written. This fostered the independent challenge which he presently brings to his report
review responsibilities. Bill Sutherland transferred from
Detroit to help in the tax department and now administers
overall services to people who must pay taxes. Jay Lieberman spends much of his time looking for ways clients can
avoid taxes altogether. And of course, Don Trawicki
learned from both "doing" and "writing" Profitability
Accounting. Lou Robertson, the busiest man in the office,
learned everything but how to keep scheduled vacation
plans.
Among people who gained valuable experience during
this period and accepted responsible positions in industry
are Don Best, Jack Schuett, Dick Parker, Clarence Baudhuin, Jim Gibson, Lou Zastrow, Joe Bennett, Ken Rammer, Bob Nienow and Pete Stolz.
Moreover, Milwaukee's proficiency in all services has
provided important personnel to other offices: Irv Fea-
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Roy

Wetterhall

(partner),

Jay Lieberman,

and

Don

therstone and Chet Brisley to the Executive and New
York office M S staff. Max Sporer and Ken Schuba to
other offices. Don Stark to the tax department in Memphis and Clarence Holtze to the Minneapolis audit staff.
Management services continue to be an important part
of its practice under Roger Froemming's direction of the
Milwaukee affairs. Semi-annual seminars covering both
"Profitability Accounting" and "Accounting for NonFinancial Executives" are conducted at the University of
Wisconsin Management Institute. In these and other presentations to management Don Trawicki is assisted by such
talents as Bill DeTroye, Fran Butz, George Heberer, Gerry
Mainman, Jerry Elmer, Frank Mickler and others.
The audit supervisors, Milt Kuyers, Oscar Miltz, Lee
DeDecker, Lloyd Brown and Bill Bonfield continue to
stress the business approach to auditing. Much help is
being received from the newer staff members in all departments and from Mrs. Solberg's clerical and secretarial
staff.
The Milwaukee story is an interesting and successful
one. It is unique in that the growth to present size occurred in a relatively short span of years. One might ask
how this was accomplished. T h e answers from Milwaukee
are many—Good leadership; integrated services to clients;
encouragement of personal development; team effort;
maximum talent utilization; recruiting capable individuals. All of these play an important part in the growth of
any office and certainly must have contributed to Milwaukee's growth. But it has another ingredient which helps
to make life more interesting, whatever the goals. This is
best described as enthusiasm.
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Guideline depreciation problems are discussed by Bill Sutherland and Ralph
Marsh, newest partner in the Milwaukee

office.
Audit conference on a food processor
Jr., Oscar Miltz and Vic Haen.

Our switchboard

operator, Jane Cleary.

Lee DeDecker, Bill Pennow, Wayne

Mayhew,

Janet McGurn, the Milwaukee office's bookkeeper, discusses a typing matter with Kathy Dennerlein and Loralie
Van Sluys, secretaries.

